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THE NATURE WITHIN 
Interdiscipliairy workshops, performances 
and exhibitions

Core Group: Emil Krog (Visual Artist), 
Simone Bang Jørgensen (Visual artist), 
Giada Lo Re (Industrial and Material 
Science, PHD), Freddie Ross (Art Histori-
an), Carola Uehlken (Artist/Curator), Elias 
Arnér (Professor in Biochemistry), Carima 
Neusser (Choreographer), Saber Rhaleb 
(Musician), MaiBritt Giacobini (Child 
psychiatrist MD, PhD), Per Hüttner (Visual 
Artist/Musician), Oskar Gudmundsson 
(Writer) + Adriaan Samson (Writer), Eric 
Maneld (Chefcook, Sociologist)

A Governing Body in the common sense has 
the authority to exercise governance over poli-
tical entities. Governing bodies can vary widely 
in size, from institutions to small self governed 
organizations, technology driven mechanisms 
or global functioning companies.They aim for 
efficiency. But there is another governing body, 
which is much smaller and which is barely ex-
plored. We draw attention to the micro entities, 
that govern the body from within: Our 
microbiotic system. 

Every human being has over one kilogram of 
microorganisms in his/her gut that we live in 
symbiosis with and that are necessary for di-
gestion and other daily processes. They affect 
our mood, but probably also to what extent 
we are curious and social. They communicate 
directly with our brain and so far we know only 

around two percent of their functions and ca-
pabilities. They can live without us, but without 
them we die. 

We take our starting point in contemporary 
medical research on microorganisms inspired 
by Stig Bengmark, researcher, lecturer in 
health and author of the book Välj Hälsa. The 
understanding of how our bodies work and 
what a human being is, is changing quickly. 
We can say that the view on the human is 
shifted from being an individual to be seen 
as an ecosystem. The year 2020 is about to 
enter history books for an intruder, which has 
been able to shake up governing systems on 
a global scale. We have been facing violations 
of personal rights and we are far from under-
standing the changes it might cause for the 
future. Borders were closed, we all had limited 
access to our daily routines, our friends, family, 
work, sport and: our access to nature. Being 
governed became as visible as never before. 

Our group is bringing together established 
academics from the Natural Sciences with 
artists and writers from the Humanities, sha-
ring this fascination into microbes. Through 
this interdisciplinary exchange we run experi-
ments and investigate in psychology, bioche-
mistry, visual art, art history, dance, literature, 
industrial and material science and raise ques-
tions, that can help entangle our very muddled 
feelings to our bodies. How do we relate to the 
thousands of natural processes that occur in 
our body every second of our lives? The heart-
beats, the breathing, our balance our retention 

of stable temperature? How do we actually 
feel our bodies? Why do we go for a walk in 
the woods when we want to experience na-
ture, instead of focusing on sensing the inside 
of our bodies? 

Microbes are no political institution themselves, 
but they seem to be experts in efficient strate-
gies. And yet, how we treat them is highly in-
formed by capitalist structures and the believe, 
that the human species stands over all things 
and other beings, that we can structure living 
and non living material. Within workshops, 
publications, exhibitions and cooking sessions 
we ask one common question: What kind of 
governing entity are we dealing with every day 
within oursleves and how can we start learning 
from it?

“The division of biology and geology or non life and 
life is not merely a division that is artificial it is a 

division that is dangerous.” 

in Geontologies: A Requiem of Late Liberalism, 
Elizabeth Povinelli pushes the taxonomy and 

delineations of power, challenging the very frame 
of Biopower.

funded by Vision Forum and The Nordic Culture 
Fund 



Kurt Johannessen, About Chocolate Cake, 2017



The NATURE WITIHN, workshop in Stockholm & Växjö, Sweden, 2020 Jenna Sutela: ‘Nam Gut (the microbial breakdown of language)’ 2017, video still, courtesy of the artist 



GLOSSARY OF ROTATING ACTIONS
Kelder Projects, London 2019

Janine Eggert (Berlin)
Ash Moniz (Cairo)

Glossary of Rotating Actions was a duo exhibition 
with Janine Eggert and Ash Moniz that explores 
the politics and aesthetics of maritime trade within 
a larger system of global logistics. 

The cargo ship is a contentious vessel with its birth 
in European colonial expansion and current posi-
tion harbouring geopolitical tensions. This delicate 
legacy, and the agents bound up in this trajectory, 
are explored by Eggert and Moniz in contrasting 
ways. Both artists follow different threads that stem 
from the abstraction of the cargo ship and in doing 
so confront us with that which is rarely witnessed 
but heavily present through its absence: the pro-
tection of global trade.

Within the history of cargo ships, the security of 
goods has taken many forms, requiring solutions 
of technological nature as well as traditional 
policing. In 1798, theft onboard ships on the 
Thames led to the formation of the Maritime Police. 
Using this as a starting point, Ash Moniz explores 
the Wapping Coal Riots which took place that 
same year. Through their multimedia installation 
we are introduced to the character of Elizabeth 
Forester and her account of a fatal shooting during 
the riot, prompting us to question the value of 
evidence and testimony. Using this historic ac-
count, Moniz investigates the value of identificati-
on: the importance of creating a visual identity of 
a criminal to be used not only to convict of past 
crimes, but also to prevent future criminal activity. 

This use of composite photography to generate 
images of imagined criminals are hugely prob-
lematic and the ramifications of this failed early 
technology are felt today.

Janine Eggert also investigates technologies used 
to protect goods and returns to the contemporary 
cargo ship and the use of ‘rat racks’. These objects 
have been developed to protect the goods from 
damage caused by vermin onboard ships and their 
aesthetic and formal qualities belie their utilitarian 
purpose. Informed by the artist’s observations du-
ring her time onboard these vessels, Eggert pre-
sents us with sculptural works that explore the ten-
sion between ornamentation and the repetition of 
mass-manufactured industrial structures. Building 
on her research into how natural geometric forms 
and layouts inform industrial manufacturing, Eggert 
plays with these qualities and creates sculptural 
objects which in its origin are elements of a larger 
industrial environment.

A publication is going to follow the exhibition in 
Spring 2020

funded by Mercer and Co

The attempt to liberate people from 
the dead hand of bureaucracy has led 
to the rise of a new and increasingly 
controlling system of management 

driven by targets and numbers.

Adam Curtis in The Trap: What Happened to 
Our Dream of Freedom

Janine Eggert, You make the boys shy, 65 x 58 x 24cm, 2018 (up)
Ash Moniz, Archive material, Composite Photographie, 

Police Museum, Wapping, London (down)



BABEL LELAB 
Hangzhou, 2018

aaajiao, ESA, 悟 Awu, 吴鼎 Wu Ding,  陈航峰 Chen 
Hangfeng, Deyi Studio, 夏意兰 Xia Yilan and Paul 
Devautour, 胡任乂Hu Renyi, Ecole Offshore, Guan, 
樂華 Zhang Lehua, 宋兮 Song Xi, 李消非 Li Xiaofei, 
毕蓉蓉 Bi Rong Rong, 龚颖颖 Jessie Yingying 
Gong, Li Siyi (Shanghai), 冯梦波 Feng Mengbo, 冷
月 Leng Yue and 枭笑 Xiao Xiao,  (Beijing) 
小欣子 Wang Xin, 宁佐弘 Ning Zuohong (Zhu 
Jiajiou),大绵 Da Mian, 马明 Maming, 程然 Cheng 
Ran, DMT Tattoo Department, 芬妮 Fanny Paldacci, 
玛莲娜 Marine Calamai, Dropdown, 袁遠 Yuan 
Yuan, 王之博 Wang Zhibo (Hangzhou), Arthur 
Debert, Lola Göller, Benjamin Zuber, Bruno 
Siegrist, Lilli Kuschel, Elisophie Eulenburg, 马永
峰 Ma Yongfeng (Berlin), Kenneth Dow (Stuttgart), 
Alisson Schmitt, Alban Diaz, Pauline Lecerf, 清妹 
Yao Qingmei (Paris)  

BABEL LELAB was an interdisciplinary, collabo- 
rative art festival bringing together artists of all 
medias in order to communicate about transfer, 
exchange and language. The festival took place 
in a former military space, an artists studio, which 
could no longer exist due to gentrification in the 
area.The festival included situations, screenings, 
concerts, performances and installations reflecting 
on construction and language, aiming to harvest 
minor and major misunderstandings as a potential 
for communication. 

LELAB served as a facility that provides conditions 
in which artistic research and experiments are 
performed.Oral history is the oldest cultural form 
existing. As part of our communication, especially 
as artists, language is the most important tool. 
Believes, language constructions, rituals, global 
and local misunderstandings stood in focus. 

organised by Carola Uehlken
in collaboration with Arthur Debert, 
Lola Göller and Benjamin Zuber

funded by IFA Insitute for Foreign Relationships 
and private anonymous sponsors in Hangzhou

Wang Xin, A virtual World Where an Artist‘s Past, 
Present and Future is Stored, 2017, VR file 

Lola Göller, REDEN 2.0, Interactive Installation, 2014



BABEL LELAB, Installation views, left up: Arthur Debert, Dream Machine; left down: Jessie Yingying Gong, Nu Shu Work-
shop,; right: Hu Renyi, Wangtan Clan, Hangzhou, 2018

BABEL LELAB, Installation views, left: Bi Rong Rong, Digital Curtain; right up: Ecole Offshore, Olive Tree, Performance
right down: Benjamin Zuber, Censorship, Performance, Hangzhou, 2018



BABEL, PROJECTSPACE
Berlin 2017 - 2018

Babel was a temporary projectspace in Wilmersdorf, 
Berlin to become an arrist studio space. The space 
had around 420 sqm, a tree was positioned in the 
center, surrounded by a glass box and office light. 
The construction time was used to show works in 
finished and unfinished states Between site speci-
fic performances, video installations and concerts 
using the accustic in the space, one mayor topic of 
the series of events was the usage of artificial and 

natural materials. Next to the events the constructi-
on was coordinated by Carola Uehlken, who 
communicated between architect, lawyer and wor-
kers at site. The program was strongly connected 
and spontaneously adjusted to the construction 
developments. Artists and workers started commu-
nicating and sharing tools and thoughts about their 
work. 

funded by Norwegian Arts Council, French 
Institute, IFA Institute for Foreign Relation-
ships, SIVA Shanghai Institute of Visual Art, 
Bauhaus and Hellweg 

Installation view, BABEL IV, 2017



BABEL I , 2017
John Andrew Wilhite (Oslo)
Daniel Bickett (New York)
Arthur Debert (Berlin)

A nomadic display that is supposed to be shipped with 
a belt activates an installation done in a performative 
action.Its name comes from Akira Kurosawa’s film 
Bodyguard, in which the sinuous path of an actor is 
described.His role becomes increasingly blurred in a 
world of war, where globalization tends to spirit away 
intermediate roles

BABEL II , 2017
Kyoung Jae Cho (Seoul)
Isak Han (Seoul), 
special guest Soja Juretschko (Prague)

The multi media artist Kjoung Jae Cho works with 
the deconstruction of 3 dimensional spaces within his 
choice of material. For BABEL he created a sound space 
deeply connected to his personal history including his 
first german lessons on tape or his first walks at the sea. 

BABEL III , 2017
Brad Henkel (Berlin)
Nana Pi Aabo Larsen (Stockholm)
Andreas Hoem Roysum (Oslo)
John Andrew Wilhite (Oslo)

bicipital is blurring the lines between extended 
technique and quotidian use, bicipital’s work tries to 
restore music to the world of sound, and further, to 
create a dialogue between objects as much as one 
between musicians. 

Arthur Debert, Yojimbo, Performance, BABEL I, 2017 Kyoung Jae Cho, sound installation, BABEL II, 2017 Andreas Hoem Roysum, solo performance, BABEL III, 2017



BABEL IV , 2017
Capucine Vandebroeck (Strasbourg)
Marion Orfila (Berlin)
Dietrich Meyer (Berlin, Philadelphia)
Lola Göller, (Berlin) 

Capucine Vandebrouck installed artifical paddles on 
the ground, marking landscapes, taming and drilling the 
water to her bounderies. In her UV installation she cre-
ated artificial imprints into leaves. Lola Goeller installed 
results of a human-nonhuman choir imitating sounds of 
rare animals trying to reconsider the sound of their terri-
torial origin. Marion Orfila installed a thin,13m long con-
crete object stuck between the walls of a corridor, first 
presented as a sculptural installation dividing a space in 
two levels. In a second phase the surface of the instal-
lation has been splintered. One could walk through this 
passage head above and body underneath its surface. 
She defines the surfaces of her installations as ground 
through their material, and gives them qualities contra-
dicting the definition of ground. By “Delocalised place”, 
she depicts grounds which have lost their anchoring, a 
moving piece of landscape for example. 

BABEL V , 2018
Michael Pohl (Berlin)

The video installation Betongold deals with „homesta-
ging“, prepared apartments or houses for sale. Often
Real Estate is furnished by agencies for this purpose
decorated and filmed in specific angles. Sometimes 
these clips turn into very complex walkthroughs. The 5 
videos are composed to found footage sound from the 
online offers. 

BABEL VI , 2018
Sara Björg Bjarnadóttir (Iceland) 

Seven players, two groups of objects. Sara Björg 
Bjarnadóttir invited seven performers to meet for 
workshops and rehearsals in the space, in the park, 
in physical contact and constant exchange. The group 
went through a series of exercises, explored their 
individual as well as their collaborative behavior in mo-
vements. These exercises were meant to break down 
habitual patterns and encourage expression without 
intellectual directive. They direct attention to feel at a 
sensory level and use free association of the body.

Marion Orfila, Surface, installation, BABEL IV, 2017 Sara Björg Bjarnadöttir, Performance, BABEL VI, 2018Michael Pohl, Betongold, 5 channel video installation, BABEL V, 2018



BABEL VII , 2018
Ma Yongfeng (Berlin, Beijing)
Club Sandwich / Anne Brujean (Paris)
Tiphaine Calmettes (Paris)
Hanwei Li (Shanghai)
Vincent Scheers (Berlin)
Chen Hangfeng (Amsterdam, Shanghai)
Saverio Tonoli (Berlin, Bergamo) 
Franziska Klötzler (Bonn)

Tiphaine Calmettes gave an insight to her ongoing 
work about anthropomorphism, edible ex votos 
and autophagy, that takes the form of a ritual and 
a workshop. This work brings together animation, 
care and nutrition to enlighten a critic of the 
current society, developed by Anselm Jeppe in his 
book La société autophage (Autophagy society). 
Anselm Jeppe uses the Greek myth of Erysichthon 
as a metaphor and basis for a study of capitalism, 
excessiveness and self-destruction. Condemned 
to an insatiable hunger by Demeter (goddess of 
agriculture and harvest) for having slaughtered 
a tree dedicated to him, Erysichthon consumes 
everything he possesses and ends up eating 
himself. 

Hanwei Li‘s creation is based on adapting 
metaphors in the format of commercial 
advertisements and films by using computer 
technology to create a parallel universe closely 
related to reality. In his videowork Liquid Health the 
characters seem to have found a healing aspect 
in artificial objects created in masses from the 
Chinese government and being distributed in 
order to feel healthy. 

Tiphaine Calmettes, workshop, 
installation view, BABEL VII, 2018 

Hanwei Li, Liquid Health, video stills, 
8 min 33 sec, 2018

BABEL VII, Installation views, up: Salverio Tonoli; down: Vincet Scheers



FALSE FIRMAMENT  
Berndnaut Smilde
LIAN Contemporary Art Space, 2016

The solo exhibition False Firmament by Dutch artist 
Berndnaut Smilde featured among new works also 
works that the artist developed during his residency stay 
in LIAN Contemporary Art Space, Shanghai. The show 
included his youngest research on breaking light and 
centers on the site of LIAN Contemporary Art Space, 
its surrounding as well as its counter part, its antipode, 
the direct opposite location on the world. In history the 
firmament was conceived as a vast solid dome, where 
sun, stars and moon were arranged in the atmosphere.

Nowadays a lot of different proto-scientifical models try 
to describe how we perceive the blue heaven above 
us and natural phenomenons related to it differently. 
Technologies allow us views onto almost every surface 
on earth. But our imagination about the view into and 
out of the sky is still personal, related to our knowledge, 
narrations and myths, that we have. How do we percei-
ve nature, images and arrangements in nature? False 
Firmament is referring to Berndnauts interference with 
these phenomenons in nature and questions the matter 
of truth in our view.

     FALSE FIRMAMENT, Lian Contemporary Art Space, Shanghai, 2015



WATCH YOUR STEPS 小心台阶
Minsheng Art Museum & BCP bazaar 
compatible program, Shanghai 2014

Felix Kalmenson
Hu Weiyi
Ruben Gaehrken
Wang Man
Sören Beineke
Double Fly Art Center
Ash Moniz
Wang Xin

In an one-day art-event artists from Canada,
Germany and China are showing their works 
in the Minsheng Art Museum and at the bazaar 
compatible program.The distance between the 
spaces is about 700 meters. The audience is 
tracked to go back and forth to experience and 
discuss about the value of art in this two very 
different venues.

The Minsheng Art Museum is one of Shanghai‘s 
oldest art spaces. It opened about 30 years ago 
and is owned by the first privatised bank Chinas, 
the Minsheng Bank. The BCP bazaar compatible 
program is a project space in a traditional 
Chinese market, where one can buy meet, fish, 
vegetables, go the shoe maker or the hair cutter 
and get everything one could possibly think of. 
The cross between an art space in a commercial 
market building and a white cube financed by 
a bank served as a platform for the groupshow 
Watch your Steps 小心台阶. We shared works and 
thoughts about the professionalisation as 
artists and money in general. 

The show included a lecture performance about 
the value of money clips by Felix Kalmenson and 
Ash Moniz at the museum, which in video format 
then was sold through an auction at the market, 
fake money produced to celebrate the 6th anni-
versairy of the provocative art collective Double 
Fly Art Center, a video by Wang Man pushing a 
weapon bullet back and forth while kissing his 
male partner, paintings installed like towels from 
the ceiling at the bazaar. Wang Xin installed an art 
and psychology driven installation, performing the 
„sexy“ art market through songs, pills and games, 
we had selfpainted name cards to be puzzled by 
Ruben Gaerken reacting on the business driven 
art system in Shanghai and a performance by 
Hu Weiyi, keeping the audience away from the 
exhibition. 

funded by LIAN Cultural Development and
Minsheng Art Museum, Shanghai 

Watch Your Steps, left: Ash Moniz and Felix Kalmenson, Money Clip Performance; 
right: Wang Man, Bullet, videostill, Minsheng Art Museum Shanghai, BCP Shanghai, 2014



WATCH YOUR STEPS, Minsheng Art Museum Shanghai, BCP Shanghai, 2014


